
The sleek black desk is a modern take on a tile top table, with three large pieces of honed black marble mounted in a 
slender frame. Natural variations and veins of the marble make each table truly unique. 

DESK

The HANDVÄRK Table Series features a slim industrial-
inspired steel frame with a heavy-look squared table top that 
creates an elegant and engaging piece with both functionality 
and artistry.

TABLE / LIGHTING / SOFA / DAYBED / SEATING / RUG

DESIGN + YEAR Emil Thorup 2015

MATERIALS

DESCRIPTION

TYPE

PROCESS The Marble is produced by the prestigious Italian quarry Luce di Carrara with each tile having it’s own unique chara-
cteristic. Made in Denmark, every frame is manufactured with precision by skilled craftsman.  
  

IndoorsPLACEMENT

Desk

Marble: Honed marble
Frame: Powder coated steel  
  

SPECIFIC INFO Lead time 5 - 6 weeks
The table comes flat packed 
Alan key and screws included 
   

ABOUT THE DESIGNER ”Aesthetic sustainability is key to all of our products. In an effort to create furniture that will last a lifetime, we have 
taken no shortcuts. We work with genuine marble, brass and aniline leather – materials that will only become more 
beautiful over time. These materials are worked with care and dedication to embody the simplicity and applicability 
of our design. Design that above all stays true to the Nordic DNA that imbues HANDVÄRK.”  
  

MARBLE TREATMENT HONED MARBLE

Honed marble is characterized by a matte, smooth and satin-feel surface. To protect, saturate in a thick porridge-like 
mixture of soap flakes and water. Make sure the mixture is allowed to seep into the top. This treatment is repeated 3-4 
times the next two weeks.



DIMENSION D: 62cm x L: 180cm x H: 74cm - Weight 76 kg.
  

D: 62 cm

HONED 
BLACK

1. Black Frame  2. Black Frame with Brass Details

VARIATIONS STEEL FRAME

MARBLE

L: 180 cm

H: 74 cm

D: 62 cm

H: 74 cm

L: 156 cm


